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2002. ISBN 0-7306-1377-6 Tai Lecture Maker 2.0 is a book with three
parts: the first part shows the Tai systems and philosophy, the second
part is a collection of Tai poems and essays, and the final part is a self-

portrait of Jaxxibe. The first part of the book is devoted to a
presentation of the Tai philosophy and the basis of the Tai in Taoism,

Paoism and Confucianism. The second part of the book is a short
collection of Tai poems in English, and the last part is the author's

reflections on the life in Japan in 2002. Â . 1. AUTHORS TALK.......... Â .
THE THAI CASTLE AND IT'S IMPROVEMENT. US-C, 2008-02-14..

263517702/0-73097093-6-9 ;_SASKVILLE. Black River Falls, Wisconsin-
~en ÂÂµ, )Uy, and I.AÂµs, in bIy.. "T ive such an unique opportunity for

the cashed daily communication between Thailand and the US. This
opportunity is not just a trade relationship, but a collaboration for

Thailand to learn from the US and for the US to learn from Thailand. As
a result, a close and warm relationship has been established between

the Thai education ministry and the US education ministry. This is really
an opportunity that cannot be missed. " I am very grateful to Dr. Koon

Wichayasak and Dr. David Cooke for their help in making the
opportunities come true." . h-IT$MÂ£~ c.r.a.k.l.. . In the spring of 2008,
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two Thai lecturers and two US college professors traveled to Thailand
for a collaboration. Professor Koon Wichayasak from the Department of
Thai Studies at the University of Kasetsart and Professor David Cooke
from Eastern New Mexico University presented lectures on different
levels to students at schools and universities in Bangkok and Chiang
Mai.. During the trip, the US lecturers discussed topics such as Thai

national costume; Thai history and education; the development of Thai
cultural and artistic art; and Thai food and cuisine. The Thai lecturers
discussed issues such as Thai national health policy; the state of Thai

primary and secondary education; building a well- d0c515b9f4
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